THE AASTS ARCHIVES

[February 2019 – April 2019]

Dr. Edward Witten,
There is no going back for the field of physics. Much of contemporary science is in disarray.
Yet it cannot be further stress that the modern world is conflicted by radical ideology and the scientific
literature. And that there is this maniacal sense that doing wicked things is a norm to be accepted, rather
than to be in opposition by. Whereby powerful interests seem to “think” that short-term gains are a
matter of greater importance than at the long-term. Prizes here and there, institutes where and there, and
at the fellowship, nevertheless what drives the sciences. Yet in a very cryptic way, the world is at stake
with PHPR. Not only because of a looming climate crisis, but also for reason of starvation and the loss
of oxygen.

In which the planet must contend with the future of the, “species” and ideological interests:
radical science seems to be a resolution to a long-standing enigma. How else do scientists resolve the ills
of the planet, if not to impose our own passions in the scientific process. We want things our own way,
but we can’t have it both ways. I’m not interested in dealing with powerful and elite interests. I do my
part and I’m my own person. I dedicate my life to my program and academy as one of dedication and
service. I make sure powerful interests do their job and that ordinary people can sleep at night.

There is no going back for all the sciences. Yet what does it mean in the grander scheme of
things? I did the right thing, in the most grievous circumstance. While everyone else made the reckless
decision to make it into an issue of publicity. Yes, it’s one to be a world-renowned scholar, it’s another
to make sense of such scholarship when the world is at stake: there’s no going back, and so what do you
do? Well, you stay out of it. And that there’s not much to be said, besides “move on” and for others to
let go. There’s nothing to be said between both of us. It’s that simple…

- The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster, The Master of SpaceTime]

The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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Dr. Axel Drees,
I claim no affiliation and/or relation with the Stony Brook University physics department...
All implied publications are off-limits to the public…
PHPR is top-secret and the AASTS is now classified…
Obey NATO law or face severe prosecution at whatever the cost…
Stony Brook University physics department faculty are of low qualification…
Such qualification are of questionable motives…
“Attempt no further infringement and/or communication” …
Your careers are over…
Stay clear of the leading professorship…
-

The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster, The Master of SpaceTime]

The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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I dissociate from EOP at Stony Brook.
Remove email from EOP database…
Attempt no further correspondence and/or communication…
-

The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey
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Dr. Kathryn Krycka,
Can you elaborate further on the nature of the nanoconfinement-induced phase segregation.
Whether there is a relation between said matrix element and the primary matrix?
Please restate references and any possibility of incorporating quantifiable results…
-

The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster, The Master of SpaceTime]

The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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Dr. Dusa McDuff,
Guerilla tactics are an intolerable means to achieve diabolical ends. Though I suspect a criminal
mastermind would think otherwise. There’s neo-Fascism brewing in the U.K. and at the fellowship.
Neo-fascism does not mean, “Nazism:” it means extreme tactics to realize radical ends. The Royal
Society are resorting to extreme tactics that are at the borderline of war-crime. You are to heed the
international order or face severe punishment from the international court? Cause and effect mean that
authoritative action will be taking to suppress these tactics and that the Simons Foundation will be
prosecuted for acerbating an unprecedented global crime-ring. Powerful interests (very much like Mr.
Simons) is not to be protected but to be severely prosecuted for encouraging this crime-ring.

-

The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster, The Master of SpaceTime]
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Prof. Noam Chomsky,

The AASTS dissociates…

PHPR is top-secret and the AASTS is now classified…

PHPR and the AASTS is under jurisdiction of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization…

Obey NATO law…

Otherwise subject to charges of war-crime, espionage, and/or high-treason…

Under penalty of death by hanging and/or death by firing squad. Without hope of lethal injection…

The AASTS claims no association and/or affiliation with the anti-war movement…

“There’s nothing more to be said, besides move on…”

Attempt no further infringement and/or communication…

-

Leading Professor Rey
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Conclusion

There’s been no response from the recipients. One recipient is deemed potentially competent (as
a controlled example) while all others are categorized as a liability to the AASTS -- with one unique
recipient seen as a potential threat to PHPR. Liabilities in that there are warning signs that must be
addressed, if the AASTS is to maintain cohesion to prevent the threat of an unexpected coupe of the
AASTS, and/or a revolt against the superstate, when policy-decision making contradicts the AASTS
mandate. Not in terms of responding back to the sender, rather to implement authoritative and/or
disciplinary action to mitigate warning signs before they escalate. There are grounds to believe that some
of the receivers’ scientific qualification became increasingly suspect, is why no ample correspondence
was initiated. Yet continuous inquiries should have been met with adequate correspondence. Which
makes the unique recipient a dangerous problematic to the PHPR protocols, including the military chain
of command.

The AASTS underwent the equivalent of a Kurdish uprising, early in 2019. Yet survived by
issuing mayday through mandate, protocol, and directive -- acknowledged as a faint miracle of
experimental perseverance and painstaking diligence. Then a full lockdown was imposed that forestalled
the unforeseeable catastrophic scenario. Unleashing the first Arab Spring in the AASTS.
-

The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster and the Atheist Saint,
The Master of Space-Time and The Saint of the Advance Age]
The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences [AASTS]
The Physicalist Program [PHPR]
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency [DARPA]
The National Security Agency [NSA]
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization [NATO]

Partially Declassified
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Matter Resolved
[June 2019]
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By all wild speculation, recipients lack of empathy and incapacity to directly respond to
the sender is an indication that the recipient has no interest in the sender. Yet if the sender has
an advantageous or desirable quality, recipients will only respond if the sender communicates by
direct means. But to establish direct means of communication, risk to expose the sender to a
deadly scenario in which the recipients will not acknowledge the sender if no advantageous
qualifications are apparent.

The factual nature is that recipients are willing to correspond to satisfy an egotistical
need and/or to establish an advantageous correspondence -- in which, the sender holds a
selective trait that is auspicious for the recipient. But if the sender does not receive a return
message from the recipient, and attempts are made to establish direct communication, then the
sender is place in a deadly predicament (whether it’s the loss of an academic degree or unjust
legal action) the sender persistence with the receiver will have no positive and/or beneficial
outcome. If that’s the case, then whether the sender desires contentment through resolution, the
recipient will exercise no bounds. Resulting in catastrophic failure for the sender.

Resolution is to expose the recipients. Causation is an indication of a criminal element
and/or fraudulent activity: design not only to exploit the sender but to suppress their exposure to
the legal system. The receivers are benign and silly in nature, but capable of horrid acts of
hatred and malice.
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Malice consistent with the potential to slip the sender into delirium that becomes
increasingly irreversible (by degree of psychological violence). Design to cover up their
motives to exploit and/or destroy the sender -- in an attempt, to accomplish a selective advantage
that is both ulterior and maniacal.

Either way, the receivers can be observed to be the most frightening fringe of a
conventional mosaic. Aware of the havoc they’ve cause, but increasingly disinterested of its
ramifications.

Declassified
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(Note)

Conventional mosaics are hard to catch but spotted whenever there is the presumption of
suspicious behavior amongst humanitarians and academics. They are conventional -- in that,
they are the early stages of a global cloud-atlas mosaic. A crime ring of the Scientific Age that
resorts to unprecedented tactics to further their own fame and fortune. Yet silly and benign in
nature but capable of horrid acts of hatred and malice. Oblivious to each other at the scale of a
cloud-atlas, they are a scattered group that can be said to be a norm-collective that exhibits
pathological group behavior on the world-wide web. An increasingly evolving crime-ring that is
willing to resort to any deadly tactic to gain and/or preserve fame and fortune (even if it means
tearing apart the scientific process to the extent of causing irreversible damage to the planetary
ecosystem).

Most are prone to absurd criminality -- in which the least are consciences of the havoc
they’ve cause but are increasingly disinterested of its ramifications. Immersed in
humanitarianism and/or academia, they are seemingly cut-off from the macroscopic cause and
effect of the norm that they’ve set. The sociopathic norm sets the norm. They are a deadly
byproduct of the dawn of the information age. A virtual information medium where cult-figures
become more expose: receiving greater unwarranted notoriety. Yet desiring to solidify their
fame, they sought to break through the internet firewall in the formulation of a shockwave sent
through the world-wide web (at a planetary scale) -- by way, of cry havoc.
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Implementing a lockdown of the scientific repositories to contain the threat of radical
science. Eventually a lockdown was imposed on the British press to curb neo-Fascism: an
aftershock of the initial shockwave that led to the permanent decline of the religious state, the
breakdown of the planetary biosphere, the collapse of the academic hierarchy, the permanent
demise of social democratic norms, and a modernist dystopian reality, i.e., a full lockdown of
the scientific repositories to forestall the catastrophe of radical ends.
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